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"Casual Friday" Commentary

Casual Friday: The "Vol Of Vol" + Olympian, Advisor Evolution – February 9th, 2018
Correction Territory: Technical or Fundamental?
Heading in to last weekend, the rise in interest rates spooked the market and triggered significant
volatility, reflected in the VIX spike. After months of steady increases, it’s as if the collective
investment community finally remembered “oh yeah stocks actually can go down!” and then went
looking for reasons to support a decline.
We just don’t ascribe to the view higher rates will set off a major correction. Why?:
• Rates are rising because the economy is steadily improving
• We are still far from ‘normal monetary policy’ - even after recent hikes, rates are very low and
accommodative
• “Yeah, but what if the ten year goes to 4%?” Well…show me the corresponding S&P 500
earnings. They would probably be quite robust.
Ultimately, price/earnings ratios are a dynamic interrelationship of 3 variables:
• interest rates (a risk free rate + a premium for risk)
• current earnings
• earnings growth
This relationship is simply a law of finance. As long as earnings and earnings growth are strong, the
foundations are there for investment gain, even as rates rise.
So what to root for…higher rates or lower rates? When rates go down a lot (like we saw earlier this
week), it’s usually a sign of panic. As an investor, I’d much rather see the "higher rate/better
economy" narrative keep going, and take my chances it’s a sign earnings are going to stay on their
current roll.
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Dividend Highlights

Dissecting VIX Problems:
You never know exactly how the dominoes fall. But it appears Friday’s rate action sparked an
increase in “volatility” which set off problems in the world of…volatility/VIX related products and
strategies. It’s kind of ironic but as you think about it, “volatility” itself is quite volatile! It moves from
quiet to violent in no time.
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(Oversimplified) Formula for Trouble in VIX ETNs
Short VIX futures contracts at a premium
Let contracts roll down the abnormally steep futures curve, creating natural price decline
Cover trade at lower price in with cheaper near-term contract…the fund benefits

Two problems arose Monday…
• Absolute rise in VIX: because these strategies were shorting VIX futures at such low levels,
when volatility spiked they suffered big losses on the absolute short position.
• Inverted VIX futures curve: instead of shorting and gaining from the price decay created by the
future rolling down a steep curve, the VIX curve inverted. Now the short position rolls UP an
inverted curve, forcing the strategy to cover at higher levels, creating losses.
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Futures are inherently leveraged instruments. This accelerated the mad scramble to unwind these
trades. There are also strategies which use VIX levels to create asset allocations and risk exposures.
They add money to stocks when VIX is low and sell stocks when the VIX spikes.
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Berkshire Dividend Strategy

We believe the unwinding of these trades is behind much
of the turmoil. Throw in: a market near all-time highs,
possibly overdue for a correction, and we were ripe for
selling pressure to spread. Sometimes selling creates
selling, so it’s always hard to call a bottom. But we believe
the ultimate arbiter for the market’s fate will be earnings,
which still appear to have considerable momentum.
So while this event is not "nothing", in general we think this
market pullback tilts toward short term/technical in nature,
and a possible opportunity for advisors to deploy some
cash. With volatility high, our earnings-focused strategy is a
great option for those who have been waiting for a
correction.
Update on Portfolio/Stocks of Interest
An important question from one of our Advisor partners –
how is the portfolio holding up?

Winter Olympics start tonight!
Today’s Olympic athletes look and perform nothing like they
did 20-100 years ago.
Their methods have changed, evolved and the results have
been dramatic!
Here is an awesome two minute video of athletes in action
– then and now - and how they evolved…
https://qz.com/757648/it-isnt-olympians-who-haveevolved-its-sports/
Similarly, today’s advisory business looks nothing like it did
10, 20 or 30 years ago. More change is coming!
• What will your business look like 3, 5, 10 years from
now?
• How will your business methods evolve?
• Will your business evolution and results be as dramatic
as the athletes in the video?

We track our model portfolio in real time and as the market
sells off it appears to be acting as we hope – capturing less
downside than broader markets. But the turmoil gives us
opportunity to evaluate some of our holdings with a more
critical eye.

Best Regards,
Gerry

General Electric (GE)
As upset as we were when GE first cut the dividend, we
viewed it as a severe yet manageable earnings downturn.
We even could foresee reasonable paths to re-raising it over
12-24 months. At that time, we felt owning a contrarian
name, beaten down as it was, had a place in a portfolio
filled with quality.
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Now, after the latest series of bombshells (health care
contracts, SEC investigation) the balance sheet problems
are larger and a path to renewed dividend growth is far
more difficult. As we emphasize growing cash flow in our
strategy, we are contemplating exiting the position regardless of current yield, or how cheap it may appear on
a P/E or sum-of-the-parts basis. It’s a strategy-specific
evaluation – our decision could be vastly different in a
strategy with a different objective. Stay tuned - all views
subject to change.
Qualcomm (QCOM)
Talk about a head scratcher…This week Broadcom (AVGO)
offered a 40% plus premium to acquire Qualcomm (QCOM)
and Qualcomm goes…DOWN?
We are quite pleased that a rational, industry-oriented
acquirer validates the value we see. Management at QCOM
has had years to translate its attractive assets into a much
higher share price--and has failed to do so. Therefore, we
lean to giving new management a chance and receiving $82
share would give us a big vault toward that goal.
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Berkshire Dividend Strategy
Berkshire Asset Management, LLC claims compliance with the Global Investment
Performance Standards (GIPS®). Berkshire Asset Management is a fee-based, SEC
registered advisory firm serving the portfolio management needs of institutional and
high-net worth clients. The Dividend Growth Composite contains portfolios invested
in Berkshire’s Dividend Growth Strategy with an equity allocation target of 90% 100%. The Dividend Growth Strategy’s primary objective is to generate a growing
stream of equity income by investing in a diversified portfolio of equities with stable,
high, and growing dividends. The benchmark is the S&P 500 Index. The index returns
are provided to represent the investment environment existing during the time periods
shown. For comparison purposes, the index is fully invested, does not include any
trading costs, management fees, or other costs, and the reinvestment of dividends
and other distributions is assumed. An investor cannot invest directly in an index.
Gross returns are presented before management and other fees but after all trading
expenses. Net returns are calculated by deducting actual management fees from
gross returns. Returns reflect the reinvestment of dividends and other earnings.
Valuations are computed and performance is reported in U.S. dollars. To receive a
complete list of composite descriptions and/or a compliant presentation, contact
Jason Reilly, CFP® Tel: 570-825-2600 or info@berkshiream.com. Past performance
does not guarantee future results.
Risks: Past performance does not guarantee future results. All investing carries risk
including risk of principal or income loss. Dividends are subject to change, are not
guaranteed, and may be cut. Investing based on dividends alone may not be
favorable as it does not include all material risks. There is no guarantee any stated (or
implied) portfolio or performance objective mentioned by Berkshire can be met.
Berkshire’s equity style may focus its investments in certain sectors or industries,
thereby increasing potential volatility relative to other strategies or indices.

Market Commentary, Aggregate Holdings, Securities, Sectors, Portfolio
Characteristics Mentioned: No statement made in this presentation shall construe
investment advice. This presentation is for informational purposes only. Views,
comments or research mentioned is not intended to be a forecast of future events.
The mention of any security or sector is not deemed as a recommendation to buy or
sell. Any reference to any security or sector is used to explain the portfolio manager’s
rationale for portfolio decisions or philosophy. Research or financial statistics cited
regarding securities or sectors do not contain all material information about them.
Any securities mentioned represent a partial list of holdings whereas Berkshire
portfolios typically contain approximately 30-40 securities in percentage weightings
ranging from 1-5%. A complete list of holdings from a representative account is
available upon request. Overall portfolio characteristics mentioned are from a
representative account deemed representative of the strategy; data may be compiled
from Bloomberg, Baseline or Berkshire estimates. Individual holdings, performance
and aggregate characteristics of actual portfolios may vary based on a variety of
factors including market conditions, timing of client cash flows and manager
discretion. This presentation contains Berkshire opinions and use of Berkshire
estimates which are subject to change at any time. Berkshire employees may have
personal positions in any securities or sectors mentioned. Charts, presentations or
articles may be obtained from third parties and Berkshire does not guarantee their
accuracy.
*Platform restrictions may apply. Preliminary returns are based on composite
estimates only. Individual accounts will vary.
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